Growth promoters in humans
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The maintenance and enhancement of body composition is an energy-dependent process and is impossible without an adequate supply of energy and protein. In certain circumstances, alteration of the normal pattern of protein deposition and metabolism may be considered necessary. Drugs have been used with some success in attaining this end in three distinct clinical areas. First, they are proving effective in the treatment of short-statured children, second, a variety of strategies have been used in an attempt to prevent loss of lean body mass in traumatized and septic patients, and finally and most controversially, the anabolic influences of a number of hormones have been used by sportsmen and women in a bid to improve athletic performance.

SHORT STATURE

The identification of the short-statured child has been made relatively easy with the widespread use of centile charts giving standards for height and weight for British children from birth to maturity (Tanner et al. 1966). Deciding the cause of an abnormally slow linear growth rate or a falling off of growth from previous levels is much more complex. Most short children have no obvious physical problem and their height may be due to familial or socio-economic factors (Parkin, 1976). Malnutrition, chronic inflammatory diseases, renal insufficiency and congenital cyanotic cardiac abnormalities account for many of the more obvious causes of growth retardation. Hypothyroidism delays skeletal maturation and results in severe dwarfism if untreated. In each case, the slow growth is improved by correction of the underlying defect. These conditions require early diagnosis and treatment for normal height to be attained.

When growth is interrupted by a period of starvation or illness, the child shows the phenomenon of catch-up growth, which might be two or three times the usual rate, until he has once again reached the height he would have attained but for the illness. If growth is prevented for too long or at too early an age, the child may never catch up. Dahlman & Petersen (1977) studied the effect of malnutrition on final body size in German children and concluded that if the starvation occurred after the fourth year, then its effects were much less than if it occurred earlier. It seems important, therefore, to detect slow growth as early as possible and child surveillance in Child Health clinics has been an important public health measure.

Where careful examination and investigation has shown growth failure as a result of growth hormone (GH) deficiency, this can be successfully treated in most cases by replacement therapy with synthetic hormone. There is also some evidence that short children with no obvious pathology may respond to the use of GH.

The use of GH extracted from human pituitary to treat short stature was first reported by Raben (1958) and a large study reported that its use would produce an average growth
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response of 89 mm in the first year of use (Milner et al. 1979). The response was better in younger patients and the growth rate decreased as treatment continued. It was clear also that significant benefit was unlikely if GH was administered after epiphyseal fusion. Powell-Jackson et al. (1985) reported the death from Creutzfeld–Jacob disease of a 22 year old who had been treated in childhood with pituitary-derived GH. It is likely that this degenerative disease of the central nervous system was caused by transmission of the infective agent in the GH which had probably been prepared from the brains of affected individuals. A few months after the pituitary-derived GH was withdrawn, American regulatory authorities approved the use of GH prepared using recombinant DNA techniques. This substance differs from native human GH by having an extra amino acid (methionine). It is an effective growth promoter in children and the only question over its use so far appears to be the fact that about 30% of children develop antibodies to GH and a smaller proportion develop antibodies to the organism used in its production, E. coli. These antibodies do not appear to cause problems and do not affect growth rates in treated children (Kaplan et al. 1986).

Before starting treatment, it is axiomatic that the diagnosis of GH deficiency must be confirmed and that other conditions which may cause GH deficiency and which are potentially curable are excluded. Such conditions are mainly tumours of the central nervous system such as craniopharyngiomas. It is outside the scope of the present article to discuss the diagnosis further but Brook et al. (1986) review this in some detail. Conditions such as hypothyroidism and nutritional deficiency must be detected and corrected before stimulation of growth. For monitoring purposes, pretreatment growth velocity should be measured over the 6 months preceding treatment. Since it is a large protein molecule, methionyl-GH must be given parenterally and children or parents are taught to administer it on a once daily basis by subcutaneous injection. Frequent follow-up at 3-month intervals is necessary to assess growth response and to encourage compliance. Throughout this period attention must be paid to the possibility that GH-deficient patients may be deficient in other pituitary hormones as well and the growth spurt may be prevented by unsuspected trophic hormone deficiency resulting in thyroid or adrenal hypofunction or diabetes insipidus.

Short children with apparently normal stimulated levels of GH may have a reduced 24 h secretion (Hindmarsh et al. 1987) or may have biologically inactive GH which reacts immunologically to give misleadingly normal tests (Kowarski et al. 1978). Several groups have shown that short, non-GH-deficient children will respond with increased growth velocity to treatment with GH (Van Vliet et al. 1983; Spiliotis et al. 1984; Hindmarsh & Brook, 1987). In addition, short children with chromosomal abnormalities such as Turner’s syndrome appear to benefit from treatment (Raiti, 1986).

Other possibilities exist for treatment of short stature. Some children fail to respond to GH therapy, possibly because of the presence of high levels of anti-GH antibody. An alternative strategy in these individuals might be the use of somatomedins. The anabolic effects of GH may be largely mediated by these substances and once sufficient quantities of peptides such as somatomedin-C are available clinical trials of this approach in the GH-resistant children will be possible. Stimulation of GH release from the pituitary by dopaminergic agents such as bromocriptine (Huseman & Hosing, 1984) or by adrenergic pathways using clonidine (Pintor et al. 1985) have been successful within the context of controlled trials. At present this strategy offers no clear benefit over GH treatment.
GROWTH PROMOTION IN STRESSED PATIENTS

Cuthbertson (1930) was the first investigator to describe a negative nitrogen balance after injury. The development of sophisticated intensive care services now permits prolonged survival of patients with severe N loss. The main source of N in these patients is skeletal muscle and a continued inflammatory response may result in a major alteration in body composition (Wilmore et al. 1971). This response appears similar to that seen in cancer patients where 80% of skeletal muscle and 60% of fat stores can be lost in cases of advanced disease (Preston et al. 1987).

A variety of endocrine manoeuvres have been used in an attempt to reduce protein loss in these patients. Wilmore et al. (1974) suggested the use of GH and studies showed an improved N balance in burned patients. More recently, improved N balance and improved protein synthesis have been demonstrated in elective surgical patients receiving GH (Ward et al. 1987).

Anabolic steroids have been of interest since Johnston & Chenneour (1963) observed a significant improvement in N balance in patients undergoing elective surgery and who received a single dose of anabolic steroid. Several other workers have confirmed this observation (Blamey et al. 1984; Hansell et al. 1987). In a study which attempted to assess the effect of steroids on body composition, no significant effect was found (Yule et al. 1981).

An ingenious experiment showed that glucagon release from the pancreas was implicated in protein loss in ill subjects. Shaw & Wolfe (1988) infused somatostatin into patients while maintaining plasma glucose with a simultaneous insulin infusion. They demonstrated a 14% reduction in the net rate of protein breakdown.

One of the most interesting possibilities for endocrine manipulation has followed the recognition of the importance of adrenaline as a mediator of the stress response (Bessey et al. 1984). In rat skeletal muscle, adrenaline has been shown to inhibit the release of free amino acids and, hence, prevent protein loss (Garber et al. 1976). A reduction in catecholamine excretion in surgical patients can be obtained by blocking neural pathways using spinal or epidural anaesthesia (Pflug & Halter, 1981). A highly significant improvement in N balance has been observed in patients undergoing pelvic surgery while receiving analgesia by continuous infusion of the local anaesthetic bupivacaine into the epidural space (Brandt et al. 1978) and an 11% reduction in protein turnover has been reported in patients anaesthetized in a similar fashion by Shaw et al. (1987).

Other attempts to inhibit adrenal function have relied on the use of alpha- or beta-adrenergic blockade. Modification of several aspects of the metabolic response to injury have been reported using phentolamine (Allison et al. 1969), and propranolol (Tsuji et al. 1980). These substances appear to effect energy homeostasis rather than protein metabolism. Most interesting effects in this area are shown by the beta-agonist, clenbuterol. It has been demonstrated in animal studies that clenbuterol can increase muscle mass and decrease body fat (Emery et al. 1984). How it achieves this effect is uncertain since its growth-promoting action is not inhibited by beta-blockade (Reeds et al. 1988). No published information is available as to the potential clinical benefits of this drug but it appears to have come to the notice of sportsmen and body-builders, and anecdotal evidence suggests that it may have a significant effect in healthy human subjects. Asoh et al. (1987) reported that patients receiving indomethacin following surgery had an 18% reduction in post-operative N excretion. Treated patients also had a reduction in pyrexia. The possibility that non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs could...
reduce protein loss was suggested by Baracos et al. (1983). The effects of these agents on muscle protein synthesis and degradation are complex and are probably dose related (Reeds & Palmer, 1986). A more important reason for caution is the observation that the stimulatory effect of indomethacin on synthesis may occur only if the drug is present at the onset of injury (Palmer et al. 1986). This clearly limits their clinical usefulness.

The discussion has centred round the effectiveness of various drugs in reducing N excretion and protein turnover. Improvement in a biochemical measurement is not relevant unless clinical benefit is also seen. For example, a 15–20% reduction in cumulative N excretion over the 3 d following gastrectomy in the study reported by Asoh et al. (1987) was equivalent to approximately 60 g N or 405 g protein. The study patients weighed about 50 kg and, therefore, the 'spared' protein represented less than 1% of body-weight. Such calculations are, of course, dependent on so many assumptions as to be quite inaccurate, but this example serves to put the benefits to be obtained by the use of these drugs in some perspective. So far no studies have shown a clear improvement in terms of reduced morbidity or mortality in patients treated in this fashion. The likelihood is that any benefit to be obtained from preservation of muscle will be obvious in improved function or shortened convalescence. Such endpoints are often difficult to demonstrate. As yet, no convincing evidence of benefit has been shown in clinical trials. No definite recommendation as to their use can be made in stressed patients and provision of nutrients, either enterally or parenterally, in quantities sufficient to meet daily requirements, remains the most important aid to maintenance of body composition in complicated surgical patients (Burns, 1988).

GROWTH PROMOTERS IN SPORT

Great attention has been paid to the problem of drug use in sport since the disqualification of the winner of the 100 m sprint in the Seoul Olympics. Stanozolol, the drug taken in this case, is an anabolic steroid which has been used in clinical practice as a treatment for post-phlebitic syndrome. The subsequent inquiry into the affair held by the Canadian sports authorities found that the use of stanozolol was widespread among sprinters. This impression was supported by Dr Robert Voy, chief medical officer to the US Olympic Committee who reported that six of 200 athletes in the US Olympic trials were found to have been taking these drugs at the time of the trial. Dr Voy commented that the only sports in his experience to be drug free were women's hockey and figure skating (Cowart, 1988).

Anecdotal evidence suggests that athletes using growth promoters are becoming more sophisticated in their choice of drugs, perhaps because of the side effects of anabolic steroids. GH, testosterone and human chorionic gonadotrophin are now being taken by athletes in an attempt to evade detection methods (Malcolm Brown, personal communication). The effects of these drugs on performance have not been published for obvious reasons. An attempt to promote the growth of a specific body compartment is exemplified by the practice of 'blood doping' in which endurance athletes are venaected of a unit of blood some weeks in advance of competition (Jones & Tunstall Pedoe, 1989). It is re-transfused after their packed cell volume returns to normal. This results in an elevation in erythrocyte mass and oxygen-carrying capacity. It is obviously difficult to detect, although one Olympic medallist was disqualified because the blood he had re-transfused contained minutc quantities of the anabolic steroid he had been taking.
some weeks previously when venesected. A more sophisticated approach to blood doping is inevitable now that human erythropoietin has become available!
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